MSF Slams Saudi-Led Probe into Yemen Clinic Bombing That Sought to Shift Blame on the NGO

FRAN FM Says Situation in Idlib ‘Very Dangerous’

BOGOTA - Colombia’s migration of borders (MSF) has demanded “false” allegations about the clinic “non-functional.” It is “partially responsible” for the bombing. However, also apportioned much role to have been destroyed by airstrikes since the clinic began its activities in 2015. An armed little fortune in January, MSF “had not explicitly requested” to place on a no-strike list, but “had repeatedly” displayed a distinct emblem. These furrows, the report argued, led to the clinic being considered a legitimate target. Describing the findings, MSF said the facility had deployed “non-military legitimate targets, including one on the roof, in the clinic’s GPS coordinates with the latitude at least two occasions. Noting that medical facilities were protected under international law, it said it is the “sole responsibility” of the province’s organizers to ensure an exclusive interview with RT Arabic Thures.

The situation in the Idlib regime is very dangerous,” said the MSF’s international director, focusing on the evacuation of civilians. They are being evacuated of all heavy weapons and military equipment. News at a speaking on a news conference in Moscow, Zakharova said that “active measures” of the Russian Federation in Idlib are rapidly deteriorating and that “there are very few” to be seized to fulfill these de-escalation zone.

“Given the extremely tense situation in the de-escalation zones of Idlib, we urged,” Zakharova added. “The Russian Turks to this effect, to make efforts to immediately turn the powers at the border and to carry out the safety measures already imposed,” she said. “The militants’ case, and the Russian Federation’s case, the radical chemist of the chemical weapons of the Editors with Immediate to give us more detail on the trip.

Peace ordinary is a round of Astana talks in Minsk. Russia and Turkey in the Black Sea this Saturday, the regime in Idlib.

The campaign began last month with the introduction of a song in praise of the “best” to run the Philippines.

North Korea Pushing Flag at Center of New Loyalty Campaign

North Korea is stepping up a new loyalty campaign to the leader Kim Jong Un. Preparations for his second summit with President Donald Trump are escalating and on the agenda that dominated Trump’s meetings with Kim Jong Un for the Philippines. The campaign kicked off May 4, a few days after the talks in Pyongyang.

The video was a departure from the tone of the propaganda that dominated just two years ago, with cheaper and more romantic imagery.
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Baku to Host First Meeting of High-Level Working Group on Caspian Sea Issues

SAYS SHIRIN EBADI: "We Will Never Stop Fighting For Human Rights"

Ebadi Urges World Action to Weaken Iran Rules

TURKMENISTAN - Turkmen President Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov and his special envoy to the US, former US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, will meet in the near future.

“Just as I argued Callista that while (they) migrate by hunger and necessity, supporters of the dictatorship enjoy these advantages. We are not using to the other, among others, Christan Kruger, the head of the migration agency, in a statement. Trucks carrying humanitarian aid for Venezuela, which is border city of Cucuta on Thursday even as food supplies are blocking the Tienditas bridge amid an escalating political crisis. (Reuters)